Canvas, words, sound and stage.

We mixed all mediums and created something huge. UH Arts provides the fuel to ignite dreams, awaken the imagination and contribute real art to the real world. Some people call them architects, dancers, painters or designers. We call them researchers, professionals and pioneers.
UH Arts serves as a cultural destination and a bustling laboratory. We set our sights toward the unknown to develop new talent and inspire the community at large. From world-premieres presented by the Cynthia Woods Mitchell Center for the Arts to world-class exhibits at the Blaffer Art Museum, UH Arts enriches the Houston experience with original works that bring passion and inspiration to the gritty grid of urban life.

Every year, for two magical weeks, more than 35,000 people flock to Miller Outdoor Theater for the Houston Shakespeare Festival. Each day, 40,000 students, faculty and visitors walk through one of the finest outdoor art collections in the nation. More than 400 original pieces define our campus as the premier site of fresh local and national art. In the past two years alone, more than 50 books were published by UH Creative Writing Program students and faculty. The power of music inspires our journey as well. Moores Opera House thrills with one of the largest opera production programs in the nation.

UH Arts creates a solid artistic hub to nurture our students’ visions. The result? An infusion of inspiration for the City of Houston and beyond.